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Personal experiences from Edmonton

I worked in child mental health which was severely under funded

Yes. Very long waits for appointments.

Too many times you have to speak to staff, who quite often are only interested in moving on to the next
patient, because of pressure put on them by financial constraints.

Waiting times for tonsillectomy. Terrible mental health services- not enough staff, ridiculous waiting times.

Understaffed.. grumpy staff due to overworking.

I had a emergency cesarean the overall experience was so bad even my antenatal care was disgusting!
Never had a set midwive, appointment always changing, they put me in the wrong theater and took 2 hours to
get all the equipment inside, the nurses were acting extremely unprofessional screaming, shouting and
laughing, I was in so much pain I wasnt able go walk for a few hours but when taken into the operating room
a nurse was forcing me to walk and luckily I had my partner to tell her no as I was crying and scared,
aftercare was a disgrace was treated badly yet again I was only at the hospital for a day and a bit, on the last
day I was forced to leave my room and had 5 minutes when I was barely able to walk or grab my things and
my baby, when in the waiting room to leave yet again I was forced to sit on a bed so high up when I just had
surgery I was crying cause of the pain but was still forced too luckily a nice trainee nurse came to help me to
another room to sit on a chair.

Yes. Sometimes kept waiting for 2-3 hrs for routine appointments. If every patient has to wait that long the
overall wasted work hours are an incredible loss.

Lack of nursing staff

Yes it needs more funding particular for A&E

Yes my Mum had to spend considerable time on a trolley prior to finding a bed. Also due to a shortage of
nurses on a ward patients don't receive the care they deserve.

A&E running best service can provide, but seriously understaffed and under pressure

NHS cost cutting means I cannot have the best treatment unless I go private.

When I've been to hospitals there always seems to be plenty of nurses/staff, just not enough areas for people
to be seen by the doctors.

NHS crisis in N18

11%

of patients in your area wait more than four hours to be seen in A&E. The official government target is a
maximum of 5%.

£1.2bn

is the funding gap for the NHS in your area.

These are figures for the NHS in North Central London. Click here to find out more about the data.

Each  represents signatures in N18 on the more cash for the NHS petition
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http://www.nhscrisistracker.org/constituencies/204?coords%5B%5D=51.6123008728027&coords%5B%5D=-0.0732000023126602&postcode_prefix=N18
https://home.38degrees.org.uk/2017/01/27/nhs-crisis-tracker-sources/


To protect anonymity, we randomly assign locations in the constituency for each signature. No real locations are
shown.

Sign the petition Share on facebook
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https://speakout.38degrees.org.uk/campaigns/1802?utm_source=sms&utm_medium=blast&utm_campaign=17_1_2017_crisistracker&bucket=sms-blast-17_1_2017_crisistracker
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